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Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Motivation and Issues
Comms Propagation Modeling
Self Tuning Extremum Control-
Flight Test Results
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Sensor Networks with Multiple UAS  
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Applications
Nature Monitoring Civil-
(Disaster, Forest Fire, Weather)
Surveillance & Coverage Military-
(SA, Decision Support, ISR)
Remote Sensing - Science
(GIS, Ocean Map Building, etc)
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Research Goals & Issues 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Research Goals   
Dispatch a swarm of networked UAVs as communication relay 
nodes for real-time decision-making support and situational       
awareness
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Research Goals & Issues 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Research Issues   
High Bandwidth Communication Links (Max. Throughputs) 
Wide Area/Range Coverage (Network Coverage Control)     
Long-Term Communication Relay (Aerial Platforms) 
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Maximum Comms Networking 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Objective and Approach 
Develop control algorithms that allow UAVs to reposition 
themselves autonomously at optimal flight location to 
i i th i ti li k litmax m ze e commun ca ons n  qua y
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Concept for Sensor Networking Between Heterogeneous Vehicles 
Strategy
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Control Method 
¾Methods for controlling flying platforms to operate 
continually at the maximum point of a performance 




Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
 Real-Time Optimization 
¾ C C fost Function : ommunication per ormance 
¾ Constraint       : UAV positioning equation 
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 Equations of 3D/2D UAV Motion
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is the yaw angle of the vehiclehψwhere     is body-axis speed and v
Approaches I
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
 Real-Time Optimization
¾ If partial deri ati es of the cost f nction are kno n  v v      u   w  
¾ Solution: Extremum Control (Gauss-Newton Optimization) 
( ) ( )11 k k k k k k k kJ−+ = + = − ∇x x u x H x xα
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¾ Issue: 3-D Complex Optimization Problem
,( , , , , ) ( , )k k k k node i kJ x y z Jφ φ=x d
2 2 2
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( ) ( ) ( )uav node uav node uav nodex x y y z z= − + − + −dwhere
Methodology
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Gradient-Type Extremum Control
¾ M d SNR i di ti d l (1 H )easure   s scon nuous an  s ow  z
¾ Subjective to noise and cluttered environment
¾ Affected by the orientation of a UAV (fast maneuver)        
9 Computation of gradient/hessian values is nontrivial
 Approaches and Solutions
¾ Mathematical Communications Modeling     
 Provide continuous reference values at fast mode
 Predict a maximum operation point 
¾ Model-Free Adaptive Extremum Control
 Gradient is obtained by numerical method without model
10
       
 Robust to noise and cluttered environment
Milestones 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
M ti tio va ons
Communication Modeling
Self Tuning Extremum Control-
Flight Test Results
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SNR Model for Cost Function
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Why Signal-to-Noise Ratio Model
W - bandwidth (Hz) of the channelwhere C is channel capacity (bits per second)
2log (1 )C W SNR= + : Shannon-Hartley Theorem
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) Model
9Channel capacity (C) is proportional to the SNR and the bandwidth (W) 










Antenna Pattern Loss on SNR 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research







Effect of the Arrival Angle 
on Antenna Pattern Loss
¾Antenna Pattern Loss : Function of Arrival Angle ( )tγ
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SNR Map Example
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Static SNR Map in East-North-Up coordinates
¾ Fixed altitude, heading & bank angle
¾Path loss, Antenna pattern loss
SNR Map (3-D View)
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SNR Map (2-D Top View)
Milestones 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
M ti tio va ons
Communication Modeling




Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Use on-line gradient estimation of SNR function to 
drive the set point to its max location
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Self-Estimating Extremum Control Architecture
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On-Line Gradient Estimator
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
 Perturbation Based Gradient Estimator 
Th i t k ll ibl th t¾ e purpose s o ma e         as sma  as poss e, so a  
the output is driven to its minimum      J ∗
-θ θ ∗
( )J θ=y Let                 be a general mapping function
¾ How It Works ?
θˆ Assume      be a current parameter
Peak-Seeking Architecture ( ) ( ) ˆˆ ˆsin sinJJ a t J a tθ θ θ∂= + ≈ + ∂y w w
sina tw Perturbation around     leads to  θˆ
  
(Stability Proof by Kristic, 2001)
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On-Line Gradient Estimator
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
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 pp y ng ow-pass er n egra or  ge s r  o  e s nuso a  erm an  prov es an 
estimate of the gradient of   ( )J θ
θ θ=
 The estimated gradient can be expressed by the parameter change   
1ˆ Jk aθ ∂= Self-Tuning Estimator
ˆ2 θ θθ =∂
 Denote                 the convergence error, and taking a derivative of the errors leads to   *ˆθ θ θ= −
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 which become stable with a proper choice of the parameter, a and k i.e.,  ( ) 0kaJ θ ∗′′ <
Autonomous Controller Design 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
 How Self-Tuning Extremum Control Works ?
¾ Key idea is to integrate an on-line gradient estimator into an           
extremum control to get optimal location for UAVs 
C onsider 2-D Motion in      Frame  { }I
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Autonomous Controller Design 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
 Then SNR function becomes an implicit function of heading angle  
( ) ( )
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 Gradient Descent Extremum Control is expressed by  
A th t SNR i d ti f ti
where /J Jψ ψ∇ = ∂ ∂ ∈ℜ
 ssume a   s a qua ra c unc on        






Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
¾Adaptive Convergence Rate kα
 Armijo-Wolfe Conditions  
1( ) ( ) ( )
T
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Autonomous Heading Controller Design 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
 Applying On-Line Gradient Estimator        
( )ˆ
Th th t t ll i d b
( )*ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( )ˆ ( )t J tJ ttψ ψ μ ψ ψψ∂∇ ≡ = −∂ ( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )td J tdt ψ μ ψ∇ = ,
 en e ex remum con ro er s expresse  y  
( )( )( ) ( )com d t dt t Jdt dt ψψψ α= = ∇
ˆ          ( ) ( )t tμα ψ= 
( ) :tα
On-line Gradient Estimator  
 Orbit Circle Guidance at Final Steady-Stage   
( ) ( ) /t if t v Rψ ψ ψ ψ ε=⎧ − = ≤⎪     ( )
ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
com ss com ss ss ss
com ss
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Milestones 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
M ti tio va ons
Communication Modeling
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Piccolo Plus Autopilots 2-Stroke Gas Engine
Rascal 110 UAV (ARF Airframe)
Engine 
Mount
Avionics bay of  Rascal UAV 
O b d PC104 & P l d S k
Mobile GCS
n oar    ay oa  tac
 Rapid Flight Test Design Keys
 Reduce development time  
 Upgrade is flexible
 Convenience of high level programming 
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Tracking antenna and Wave Relay mesh link Gimbal Camera
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Model Verification Flight Test 
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
3 dB Omni  -
Directional Antenna
9 dB Sector Antenna
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SNR Model Verification
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Movie
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SNR Model Verification with respect to UAV Trajectories
SNR Model Verification
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
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SNR Variation with respect to UAV Trajectories
Comparison with SNR Model
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
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SNR Error Plots Between Real and Model Values
High Band Comms Flight Test
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Flight Test (Nov. 20, 2008)
¾Validate the designed onboard adaptive self-tuning 
controller & the communication models
uc
( , , )j jJ f= x φ ψ
( , , )i iJ f φ ψ= x
( , , )i iJ f φ ψ= x
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Network Coverage Control using Extremum-Seeking Control
Flight Test Set-Up
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
R l UAVasca  
Remote Node
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GCSSensor Node Locations & Flight Setup in Camp Roberts
UAV Trajectory over SNR MAP
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
(Movie)
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UAV Trajectory Control for Max Communication Links (SNR)  
UAV Path over SNR Map
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Plot of UAV Trajectory over SNR Maps 
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SNR Model Errors
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
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Plot of SNR Errors Between Model and Observation Ones 
Conclusions
Naval Postgraduate SchoolCenter for Autonomous Vehicle Research
Communication Propagation Model 
¾ Communication propagation model was developed which    ,  
include the effects of the path loss, antenna pattern loss, 
and the orientation of aerial platforms
¾ Proposed models were validated through real flight tests 
Self-Tuning Extremum Control for UAVs Location      
¾ On-lie adaptive gradient estimator was integrated into an 
extremum control architecture  
¾ Proposed self-estimating extremum control is robust to 
even low signal-to-noise ratio signal 
¾ Effectiveness of the self-tuning optimizer was validated 
through real time flight tests  
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Applicable for Decentralized Network Coverage Control 
